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Terms & Conditions 
 
The Proper Person provides a showcase and community for viewers of The Proper Person YouTube 
channel to participate in and collaborate.  
 
Definitions:  
A bot is an automated (i.e. non-human) client interacting with the website. 
A visitor is a human client interacting with the website. 
A user is a visitor who has registered an account on the website, and is logged in. 
A vender is a third-party entity which The Proper Person servers interacts with and mines data from.  
 
Adherence:  
A bot, visitor, and user must accept and adhere to these terms and conditions if they wish to use The 
Proper Person website.  
 
Services Provided:  
The Proper Person provides a video and channel repository for The Proper Person YouTube channel, 
as well as community for visitors and users to participate in.  
 
Compensation:  
All services are provided free of charge. A visitor or user may donate if they choose to. No data 
obtained1 from visitors and users is sold. Google automatically deploys ads to the website and 
diverts ad revenue to The Proper Person. Bots, visitors, and users are encouraged to click on Google 
ads when there is a genuine interest; clicking on ads to artificially increase revenue provided to The 
Proper Person is prohibited as it may constitute defrauding Google’s marketing clients.  
 
Ownership:  
Alexander Michael Falconi is doing business as The Proper Person. As a sole proprietorship, The 
Proper Person is not a business entity and is fully owned, operated, and controlled by Alexander 
Michael Falconi.  
  

 
1 It is possible that browsers and browser extensions, which are external to The Proper Person website and outside the boundaries of its 
control, are sharing data.  
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Guarantees & Warranties: 
The Proper Person is not owned, operated, or controlled by licensed attorneys and is not intended as 
legal advice. There is no guarantee The Proper Person will operate indefinitely or in any specific 
manner. There is no warranty as to any outcomes a visitor or user may perceive upon viewing any 
videos. There is no warranty as to channel or video metadata that is displayed as this data is 
automatically retrieved from vendors and verification and maintenance of any such data is through 
the vendor from which it is retrieved.  
 
Complaints:  
Any complaints should be communicated to The Proper Person at admin@theproperperson.com. 
 
Termination:  
The Proper Person may delete a user for any non-discriminatory reason. The Proper Person may ban 
a visitor’s access for any non-discriminatory reason. A user may request deletion of their account by 
emailing admin@theproperperson.com. A visitor may terminate their relationship with The Proper 
Person by ceasing their interaction with the website.  
 
Dispute Resolution:  
The laws of the State of Nevada and the United States of America govern the contract, as 
jurisdictional principles allow. Legal disputes shall be settled through the Henderson Justice Court, 
Eighth Judicial District Court, and United States District Court, as provided by statutes, court rules, 
administrative regulations, and case precedent.   
  
Alexander M. Falconi 
The Proper Person 
Administrator 
 


